Ideation with IRIS

- Ideate
- Refine
- Implement
- Shine
“The best way to get a good idea is to have a lot of ideas.”

– Linus Pauling
Double Noble Prize winner
Our Motto - Driving innovation wide & across

Empowering Life
Embracing Livelihood
Enhancing Technologies

Reinforce RISE Values

We are focussing on transforming businesses of our customers

Propagate, proliferate & innovate

Create business ideas ground up

Make innovation the change agent for next-gen growth driver

Tap into growing potential of our Engineering base
Associate Innovation - A Snapshot
Crowd sourcing Innovation ideas

100+ contests run for diverse domains like Telco, Banking, healthcare, Oil and gas, Airline industry etc.

6000+ ideas generated, 100+ shortlisted, 30+ implemented

Prize money in excess of $10k distributed till date from Customers + Tech Mahindra

Framework pitched to a key US based logistic customer, Banking customer from Australia and a key UK based construction industry

Customer driven Hackathons run - for two key telco customers, one Mfg customer & a cloud platform company, 4 internal hackathons

A US based truck company launched ideathon

- 1 Business Challenge
- 106 innovative ideas
- 10 shortlisted ideas
- 3 implemented ideas
- Cost saving worth $100K

Ideation Framework appreciated by US based rail road customer

Engaging Tech M to develop customized version of the same
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Life Cycle

- Ideas generated by Employees
- Ideas submitted to a portal

Ideate

- Ideas reviewed by Innovation Mentors
- Refined with inputs provided by experts
- Ideas qualified

Refine

- Build business plan
- Implement idea
- Show benefits and ROI

Implement

- Ideas generated by Employees
- Ideas submitted to a portal

Shine

- Innovation Reward Points
IRIS Contest Flow

0.5 week
- Right articulation of the theme

1 week
- Publicity campaign explaining the business theme
- Publish the theme on IRIS with timelines and additional ppt if needed.

01 week
- Top 10 ideas to be presented as a fast pitch by the ideators to Jury 2

02 week
- Jury 1 shortlists the ideas. (Roughly Top 10 per 100 ideas logged) for the fast pitch round (2 week)

02 week
- Associates submit ideas around the business theme (2 weeks)

01 week
- Jury 2 reviews the shortlisted ideas from Round 1

End of Ideation Phase. Start of discussions on implementation

Publicity campaign + idea submission (9 Aug – 31-Aug)

- 3 weeks
- Total 349 ideas logged

Round 1 review (3 Sep – 26-Sep)

- 6 weeks
- Top 25 selected for Round 2

Round 2 review (27-Sep – 3-Oct)

- 1 week
- Top 10 selected for Round 3 – final round

Final round review (10-Oct – 11-Oct)

- 0.5 week
- Top 5 winner ideas selected

Declaration (18-Oct)
Benefits

- Create an organizational culture of innovation
- Enable an organization to position as an innovative organization
- Enable new revenue streams through innovation
- Initiate mechanisms to engage various stakeholders through an administered process
- Bring in accountability for contribution to innovation
- Engage actively with internal & external stakeholders to create innovative solutions
- Create IPRs and solutions that can be used to generate new revenue streams
- Continuously strive to position and brand the organization as an innovation leader
Iris for an Organisation

- Host a separate instance of IRIS on Customer Cloud.
- Customize IRIS and Configure the customer data on IRIS.
- Support ideation challenges on IRIS.
- Enables Innovation on an ongoing basis.

- Opening up a challenge on IRIS
- Reviewing ideas online
- Submitting ideas

Subscription based model also available

Tech M Cloud

Customer Network
Thank You

Disclaimer

Tech Mahindra, herein referred to as TechM provide a wide array of presentations and reports, with the contributions of various professionals. These presentations and reports are for informational purposes and private circulation only and do not constitute an offer to buy or sell any securities mentioned therein. They do not purport to be a complete description of the markets conditions or developments referred to in the material. While utmost care has been taken in preparing the above, we claim no responsibility for their accuracy. We shall not be liable for any direct or indirect losses arising from the use thereof and the viewers are requested to use the information contained herein at their own risk. These presentations and reports should not be reproduced, re-circulated, published in any media, website or otherwise, in any form or manner, in part or as a whole, without the express consent in writing of TechM or its subsidiaries. Any unauthorized use, disclosure or public dissemination of information contained herein is prohibited. Unless specifically noted, TechM is not responsible for the content of these presentations and/or the opinions of the presenters. Individual situations and local practices and standards may vary, so viewers and others utilizing information contained within a presentation are free to adopt differing standards and approaches as they see fit. You may not repackage or sell the presentation. Products and names mentioned in materials or presentations are the property of their respective owners and the mention of them does not constitute an endorsement by TechM. Information contained in a presentation hosted or promoted by TechM is provided “as is” without warranty of any kind, either expressed or implied, including any warranty of merchantability or fitness for a particular purpose. TechM assumes no liability or responsibility for the contents of a presentation or the opinions expressed by the presenters. All expressions of opinion are subject to change without notice.

Visit us at www.techmahindra.com